CA#1 EXPEDITION DEPARTURE INFORMATION

With the departure fast approaching, the most important consideration for this week will be checking and re-checking gear and spending some good, relaxing family time together before the boys head off on this unique challenge.

Below are some important protocols that you will need to be aware of whilst we are away. The first point of contact if you have any concerns will be the school or with expedition staff directly - see below. Whilst we will have a satellite phone with us, it will not be used unless required. We will check-in with the school regularly and hope to have information available online (FACEBOOK- Hutchins Power of 9, http://apollo.hutchins.tas.edu.au).

Boys should leave mobile phones at home. This is an important part of the experience. All staff will have their mobile phones (numbers below) with them, but will be sometimes be out of range.

School Contacts:

1) WEBSITE/Facebook Page: Updated regularly with information/notices/location etc.
2) Todd Blackhall- 0409239475 (todd.blackhall@hutchins.tas.edu.au)
3) Roger McNamara- 0438844451 (roger.mcnamara@hutchins.tas.edu.au)
4) Wayne Brown- 0415109154 (wayne.brown@hutchins.tas.edu.au) (emergency only)

Expedition Staff:

Robbie Tuck
Mobile: 0407403832
Email: robert.tuck@hutchins.tas.edu.au

Benjamin Duggan
Mobile: 0408103058
Email: ben.duggan@hutchins.tas.edu.au

Shane McAloon
Mobile: 0429584618
Email: shane.mcaloon@hutchins.tas.edu.au

Ken Kingston
Mobile: 0429442007
Email: ken.kingston@hutchins.tas.edu.au

The times/places/dates:

SUN 30/8/15-Depart –MEET @ 04:45am Hobart QANTAS Check-in area.
THU 10/9/15-Return- 20:30 Hobart QANTAS QF1507

We hope to see you on Sunday!